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Abstract- We propose the fabrication of a squirrel cage three phase Induction Motor containing High Temperature 
Superconductors in the rotor winding. As per the detailing of the Induction Motor, a high amount of current flowing through 
the winding may result in heat loss because of the presence of resistance within it. This significant amount heat loss may 
cause temperature rise which forces the machine to run at a lower efficiency and yields damage in the machine. By using 
High Temperature Superconductors, automatic cooling is done within the machine, where the motor rotates in a critical 
temperature. Moreover, the motor is automatically controlled depending upon its rotational mode. As well as its efficiency 
increases and depreciation decreases. Therefore the system becomes more economic. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

We have been studying to develop a High 

Temperature Superconductor (HTS) Induction Motor. 

The modified HTS induction motor has the same 

structure like any other common squirrel cage 

induction motor, but one specific modification have 

been made in it. Based on our experimental studies 
and observation, we have replaced the 

secondary/rotor windings of the induction motor (in 

study) by HTS windings. As the stator or primary 

windings of the squirrel cage induction motor is our 

main motivation, it is kept the same like any other 

normal squirrel cage type induction motor. There is a 

very slight modification in terms of the constructional 

point of view. 

Coming to the performance characteristics, the 

introduction of HTS windings makes the HTS 

induction motor capable of both slip and synchronous 
operation. So we can also use this motor as a possible 

replacement for synchronous motors. Also, the HTS 

induction motor display higher efficiency due to the 

possibility of synchronous operation.By applying the 

HTS material to the motor, we can expect the higher 

efficiency, higher power, higher starting torque, etc. 

because the resistance of the rotor conductor varies 

accordingly with the frequency of the induced rotor 

current. For instance, the HTS Induction motor is 

capable of both slip and synchronous rotation, 

robustness against the overload, etc. 

The synchronous operation of an HTS induction 
motor can be explained through the trapping of 

interlinked magnetic fluxes in the zero resistance of 

the HTS windings in an ideal condition. The HTS 

windings have zero resistance (ideally) or very low 

resistance (practically) due to the innate 

characteristics of superconductors. For our 

experimental purpose, we have considered ideal 

circumstances where the HTS induction motor shows 

the behaviour of a permanent magnet motor. 

Moreover, it has been observed that during the 

synchronous operation of the HTS induction motor, a 

constant current (DC) flows through the HTS 

windings. This is another advantage of the material, 

being that DC current offers low resistance to the 

flow of electrons as compared to AC current. We 
therefore consider the synchronous mode as the 

steady state operation mode of the HTS induction 

motor. 

The slip mode of operation of the HTS induction 

motor is also important and it cannot be completely 

ruled out, as it is vital during overload conditions of 

the motor. So in this case, the HTS induction motor 

can continue to rotate uninterruptedly even if 

overload conditions are applied to the motor under 

observation. Moreover, when there is a sudden drop 

of load from overload to normal or low conditions, 
the motor flexibly goes back to its synchronous or 

steady state mode of operation during such a change.  

Thus, we can effectively state that HTS induction 

motor is much more robust than a normal squirrel 

cage induction motor in case of overload conditions. 

 

II. PROPOSED FABRICATION OF HTS 

INDUCTION MOTOR 
 

A 4-pole squirrel-cage Induction Motor shall be used 

and its stator to be used as the stator of the HTS 

induction motor.HTS tapes of Nb/Ti or BI/Ag based 

superconductor materials shall be used within the 

rotor slots of the motor which will make the rotor act 

as a superconducting material while being in 

performance. As for the stator, the original stator of 

the machine shall be used without modification .The 
motor is expected to run with a 3-phase 4-line supply 

and at a 50Hz driving frequency. 
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Fig.1: Rotor of a squirrel cage induction motor: (a) 

Conventional motor, (b) HTS motor                                                                                      

1,5 :  rotor core ; 2,6 : short ring ; 3 : normal bars ; 7 : HTS 

bars ; 4,8 : assembled rotor 
 

III. SUPERCONDUCTOR MATERIALS 

 

Superconductors and superconducting materials, 

mostly heavily doped semiconductors, which conduct 
electricity without or at negligibly small resistance 

.They exhibit unique features other than their ability 

to perfectly conduct current. Superconductor 

principles can be explained by examining various 

formulas. Resistance(R) within a current-carrying 

superconductor can be explained by Ohm's law, 

R=V/I, where V is the voltage across the 

superconductor and I is the current passing through it. 

Since superconductors carry current with no voltage 

drop across them due to zero resistance of the 

material, R=0. Hence, superconductors have no 

power loss, since power is denoted by P=I2R; and R 
is zero for any superconducting material. Therefore, 

we can say that power loss in a superconductor is 

zero. 
 

 
Fig 2 : Variation of Resistance(ohms) with Temperature(K) for 

both Non-Superconductive metal and Superconductor 

 

Perfect conductivity or zero resistance is one of the 
two defining properties of superconductivity, the 

other being perfect diamagnetism. With a number of 

experiments performed on the superconductiveness of 

a material, none has been able prove that a 

superconductor is of purely zero resistance. 

Experimentally, it has come to notice that the 

resistance of a superconducting material to direct 

current flow below the superconducting transition 

temperature (T
c 

) is either identically zero or only 

immeasurably small. Hence, for the ease of our study, 

we have taken the value of the resistance of the 

superconductor material to be zero. 

IV. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE 

 
The HTS induction motor is made to operate in three 

different conditions depending upon its working 

temperature. Initially, the motor is made to run on 

normal state, without any modifications on it and at 

room temperature .As the motor operates freely, 

calculations are done accordingly with the outputs 

.After that, cryogenic temperatures are brought into 

conditions and now the motor is run at 77K but 

without any other modifications in it .We again note 

down the outputs from the motor and calculations are 

done. 

 
Talking about the High Temperature Superconductor 

(HTS) materials, while they are operational, their 

behavioral property changes at abnormally high 

temperatures and they function as superconductors. 

HTS show their characteristics at transition 

temperatures at about 138k but they can be cooled 

down to superconductivity in the presence of liquid 

Nitrogen .They are observed to produce high-

efficiency performance and high output with low 

electrical losses.  

 

A. Operational Principle 

In a squirrel-cage type induction motor, the starting 

current is very high and the starting torque is low .In 

order to improve this characteristic, the resistance of 

the rotor, we can expect ideal torque/speed 

characteristics. As it can be easily understood, the 

current of the rotor bars flows by the induction 

phenomenon, in which the magneto-motive force is 

supplied from the stator windings. 

When HTS rotor windings are use, a really large 

dissipation less current is induced in the HTS rotor 

bars .As previously described, a high efficiency and 
high power synchronous mode will be realized at this 

state. During starting, the superconducting bars 

quench during the normal operation to provide high 

efficiency .If the rotor conductor becomes 

superconducting perfectly, the motor can operate as a 

synchronous motor. 

 

B. No-load & Gradual Load Test under normal 

conditions 

First, the HTS-IM is being operated as a conventional 

(normal conducting) motor. The motor at this stage 
shows slippage rotation and runs without any 

modification within it. Initially, the motor experiment 

for no-load and Gradual Load test shall be performed 

at room temperature under original conditions. 

 

C. No-load & Gradual Load Test under cryogenic 

conditions 

After the motor is run under normal conditions, it 

shall be run under cryogenic conditions with 

modifications done with the HTS material where the 

temperature is cooled down to 77K using liquid 

nitrogen .Test for both no-load and Gradual Load test 
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shall be done and the results shall be noted down for 

further study. 
 

V. CALCULATIONS 

 

We have made a few assumptions in a 4-pole 3-phase 

squirrel cage induction motor while analyzing the 

efficiency between a conductor and a superconductor 

material and hence bringing it into comparison.  

The following parameters are considered while 

making a thorough study of the induction motor in 

both the operational states, i.e. normal state and 

superconducting state: 

 
1. Radius of Brake-drum, R (in meters) 

2. Synchronous speed, Ns (in rpm) 

3. Rotor speed, N (in rpm) 

4. Load of Brake-drum, S1 & S2 (in kilograms) 

5. Line-voltage, VL (in volts) 

6. Line-current, IL (in amperes) 

 

While studying the dual mode operation of the 

induction motor, the efficiency comparisons are 

studied and the calculations are as follows: 

1. % slip = [(NS-N)/NS] x 100 
2. Input Power, W = (W1 + W2) (in watts) 

3. Torque, T = 9.81 x (S1 – S2) x R (in Newton-

meter) 

4. Output Power, P = 2πNT/60 (in watts) 

5. % efficiency = [Output Power/Input Power] x 

100 

6. Power Factor, PF = Input Power/(VL IL) 

 

The results from the above equations are studied in 

both normal and superconducting state while the 

induction motor is operational, while conductive and 

superconductive rotor-bars installed during respective 
states of operation. 

 

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF 

INDUCTION MOTOR WITH HIGH-

TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTOR (HTS) 

 

According to the above concept, we can make the 

motor operate as a conventional squirrel cage 

induction motor at temperatures above the threshold 

temperature (irreversibility temperature) and at 

temperatures lower than the threshold value; we can 
make it operate as an HTS winding induction motors 

due to its ideality of operation at such temperatures. 

Using this technique, we can achieve better 

performance and results and the necessity of 

designing an advanced cooling mechanism for the 

system is also eliminated. To accomplish this 

concept, we have to design a more improved version 

of the existing system that controls the method of 

operation of the motor based on the temperature of 

the rotor windings. This controlling mechanism can 

be designed using PSO (Particle Swarm 

Optimization), a computational method, using which 

we can analyze the efficiency of the motor under 

different operating temperatures and based on this 
observation, we will decide the behavior of the motor. 

This system can also be implemented using the 

concepts of Game Theory where a rational decision 

regarding the method of operation of the motor is 

made by studying its efficiency at various 

temperatures. 

We get a successful outcome of simulation results 

from the HTS Induction Motor for the various tests 

performed. The fabricated motor is expected to have 

rotated safely regardless of the operation temperature, 

i.e., both the superconducting state and normal state.  

After the completion of the experiment, we have 
achieved a considerable fascinating efficiency for the 

HTS Induction Motor with respect to the normal 

induction motor. 

 
Fig 3: Graph showing Output Power(KW) vs. Efficiency(%) 

characteristics of HTS and Normal Induction Motor 

 

We believe that the results of this study are important 

for industrial applications of the HTS motors 

.Through this experiment, there is a possibility of 

synchronous operation by the superconducting 

material of the rotor .We have seen that the 
superconducting induction motor has merits of higher 

efficiency, higher starting torque, and higher 

operation stability, etc. 

Also, a detailed study of the efficiency of an 

induction motor over the variation of poles, according 

to the IE standards have been made and we have been 

successful in making a strong theoretical conclusion 

from the study. The data that we have got during the 

study give us a skeptical idea of the drastic variation 

in the efficiency of the motor while in operation. 

 
Fig 4 : Table showing the variation of efficiency with varied 

output power for different number of poles 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

 
The drawback of using HTS windings is that it has 

cooling problems. The idealistic behaviour of the 

HTS induction motor is present as long as the 

temperature of the HTS windings are much less than 

the HTS material’s irreversibility curve. Or in other 

words, the HTS induction motor has to be always 

cooled or kept under cryogenic temperatures to keep 

its temperature sufficiently less as compared to the 

threshold limit of operation and the motor needs to be 

operated as near as possible to ideal conditions to 

preserve its characteristics. If the cooling system fails 

to function properly, then the HTS windings fails to 
function as superconducting materials and they go 

into the resistive state, or in worst case condition, the 

HTS wires get burned out causing severe damage to 

the motor. So there is a need for the introduction of a 

monitoring system that continuously monitors and 

checks the temperature of the HTS rotor windings. 

We can also design a different concept where the 

motor can operate as a simple squirrel cage induction 

motor at normal temperatures and at temperatures 

below the threshold value, so that it becomes 

operational as an HTS induction motor and can 

achieve better performance and efficiency. This can 
be accomplished using a more improved design of the 

system that controls the method of functioning of the 

motor based on the temperature of the rotor windings. 

Hence, we can expect the realization of HTS 

induction motor in near future. 
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